


SYNOPSIS

In the dusty streets of Crow's Landing outlaws, wealthy plantation owners, runaway slaves, 

a half Cherokee girl, and a woman days away from giving birth all end up in a bloody shoot 

out running for their lives. 

A Film By Nick + Lexie

The West and the Ruthless will be released November 7, by 4 Digital and Sony Pictures. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

PRESS

“Swaggering onto the screen with confidence and bravado, The West and the 
Ruthless will keep you guessing as it boils over to its thrilling conclusion. 

Grabbing you by the face and never letting go, Ruthless packs more grit than a 
prize fighter, and promises a showdown that will leave you breathless.”

Jonathan Martin, FilmQuest

“Exhilarating! An Instant Indie Western Classic!”
Reelhouse
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“Excellent with Wry, Black Humor!”
The Film Buzz

“One of Ten New Directors Picked by Robert Rodriguez”
El Rey Network

“Dynamic, Stylish, Refreshing, Darkly Comedic.”
The Black List

“Like a Tarantino Picture with Morals.”
The Black List

“Entertaining, funny and fun! Beautifully shot!” 
Kevin Haskin, TV Producer

“Great locations. Lovely costumes. The Actors are quite good. And the violence ramps 
right from the start.”

Aaron Becker, Filmograph

"Awesome film that's a refreshing take on a classic genre. An enjoyable ride."
James Allen, (HBO, Nike, Microsoft)

“Delicious filmmaking and great chemistry between the actors.”
Cheryl Laughlin, Scripts Magazine
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OFFICIAL SITES

Website: 

www.WestandtheRuthless.com 

Trailer can be viewed at:

http://www.westandtheruthless.com/trailer

Behind the Scenes: 

http://www.westandtheruthless.com/behind-the-scenes-day-1-10

CONTACT 

For Press Inquiries please contact:

Email: hello@naissance.tv

Phone: (844) 264-2400
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DIRECTORS STATEMENT 

The American West was a really adventurous melting pot of diversity. People were coming 

from all over the world in search of fame, fortune, or a new beginning and then colliding in 

unexpected ways. Sometimes beautiful. Sometimes violent. It’s such an amazing period to 

tell stories. It's bold. It's brash. It's got a lot of heart. You've never seen a Western like this 

before.

DIRECTOR’S BIO 

Nick + Lexie Trivundza are award winning directors whose films have screened around the 

world. They are known for their amazing design sensibilities, a touch of adventure and the 

macabre. Most recently their films have been screened at prestigious film festivals and in 

the last two years, their films have screened in nearly 80 film festivals worldwide and have 

won numerous awards. 

They launched Naissance in 2009, a studio designed to release artistic advertising and their 

commercials have been seen by millions. They have worked with corporate clients handling 

commercials, brand videos, and campaigns for the likes of Google, Microsoft, HarperOne, 

Adobe, AAA, Yahoo, The Ford Foundation, the University of Phoenix, and Mattel just to 

name a few. The West and the Ruthless is their feature film debut. 
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CAST (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

Danny Brown as Mary LaClede

Dan Fowlks as Chester Crow

Rebecca Gomberg as Scarlet Winchester

Paul Haapaniemi as Francisco Winchester

Alexander Harris as Grant Morgan

Benedict Mazurek as Christopher Crow

Will Roberts as Emery Chaplin

Zoe Sloane as Jacqueline Chaplin

With Matt Boone and Kateyln Ann Clark

PRODUCTION NOTES 

“Walking the Streets of Legends”

Some of the most iconic westerns ever made were filmed at Old Tucson Studios, the 

shooting location for The West and the Ruthless. A few include: Rio Bravo, Tombstone, 

Arizona, The Outlaw Josey Wales, Young Guns II, Gunsmoke, High Chaparral, El Diablo, 

Geronimo, The Quick and the Dead, Magnificent Seven, and 3:10 to Yuma.
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“Rattlesnakes, Tarantulas, Scorpions, Monsoons and 120 Degrees”

During the production of The West and the Ruthless temperatures reached a scorching 120 

degrees in the Tucson desert. It was too hot for planes to land and members of the cast 

were rerouted back to Los Angeles. The planes were finally allowed to land at night after 

the temperatures had dropped. On average, the temperature was 115 degrees. This was 

before the monsoons and dust storms set in.

Shooting out in the desert, specifically at the abandoned train car, security was on the 

constant look out for tarantulas, rattlesnakes, and scorpions which are all native to the 

area. This was also the case in the graveyard scene and the stagecoach shootout. Actors 

Paul Haapaniemi and Matt Boone had to lay on the desert floor, which felt just a bit cooler 

than hot lava, for an entire day with the sun beating down on them while crew members 

were trying to avoid the razor sharp cacti and had to be on the look out for rattlesnakes in 

the area. 
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